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Dear Devotees of Baba Tapasviji on his Majestic ship of Sat Kartar Beda Par

EVERYTHING HAPPENS FOR THE BEST
The Exhibibition was over and the painter came back to his
village and once again took his brush and started again painting
on the canvass his next piece of work hoping to sell it in the next
upcoming Exhibition/fair.
In the meantime someone from that vandalizing mob that had
ransacked his horse cart and had stolen his painting, stole it
went and sold it to a shop in the neighbouring village which in
turn in due course of time sold it to an art merchant and in
matter of a year the painting surprising landed up in a foreign
land
in hands of an art collector who must have bought that
Great spiritual masters have always spoken little as they could
transmit knowledge of truth for their chosen ones with just a painting from the art merchant in the neighbouging village at a
high price knowing the value of the painting.
few words.
As time passed by, years later In that foreign land an auction
took place of sale of art paintings and in that auction that same
stolen painting stood as one the outstanding piece of work
originating from various countries. The person who bid the
highest price knew again the value of this painting and the art
collector who took part in the auction got a decent amount for
In other words imbibing of these words brings about a positive this masterpiece but deep down in his heart felt to part and give
half of that amount to the painter who must have painted it.
approach in one’s life.
You must have heard these words EVERYTHING HAPPENS FOR
THE BEST. Those who have imbibed these words of spiritual
masters never got affected with ups and downs in their life as
they knew whatever was stored in their future was for their
best.

Here is a short story….. there used to be a painter in old times
and once having completed an awesome painting he was to
display it in a exhibition cum fair and sell it for his livelihood.
Everthing went as per his plan and just in the morning when he
was taking the painting to the fair in his horse cart, he
encountered a riot enroute to the Exhibition/Fair venue.

The art collector took all the trouble and contacted this painter
in the country of origin of this masterpiece and having met the
painter in the village and gave him half of the value he received
by virtue of the auction sale. The painter was amused and
knew this was the unfoldment of his masters words that
everthing happens for the best and this day he was experiencing
the same truth of his master’s words. Coincidently he he was
in dire need of funds to build a home for himself as all his life he
was staying in the village in a rented one room house. That
same painting brought him a large mansion with farmland and
at the entrance gate of his farm he eventually installed a small
idol of his Guru with a stone plate embedded with words
EVERYTHING HAPPENS FOR THE BEST.

The unruly mob started attacking his transport horse cart and
some notorious element from the mob stole his masterpiece.
After having gone through the unexpected horrowful
experience of the loss of his art which meant a great deal to him
as he believed for sure that someone from the mob had
vandalized his piece of work. He was very depressed yet in his
mind he believed in his spiritual master’s words that
What is the moral of the story ?
EVERYTHING HAPPENS FOR THE BEST.
Though very depressed yet with a positive approach towards
life and to re channelize his state of mind he still decided to go
head and go to the Exhibition/Fair – he patted his horses of his
horse cart and just like his horses he decided to move and forge
ahead with his life without his master piece of art but with the
golden teaching of his Master in his heart that Everthing
happens for the best while his painting would have fetched him
a a very good price at the fair.
He reached the venue and while the other participants in the
Exhibition/Fair and all others at the venue tried to console him
he told them that whatever had happened was for the best and
everyone was amused with his approach towards life that he
projected and took his experience as a matter of inspiration.

EVERYTHING HAPPENS FOR THE BEST
Sat Kartar Beda Par
Ps: attached is a wonderful photo of Babaji

For the best of the devotee of a Guru it is always the best that is
stored in life – Everthing happens for the best.
Look within deep and try and analyze and contemplate with
some of the happenings in your life in the past and you will
conclude that whatever happened was for your best as the Guru
knows your past, the present as well as the future.
Gurus are beyond time and space and everything that happens
for their best devotees is always for the best – EVERYTHING
HAPPENS FOR THE BEST !
Try painting a small canvas with these words and hang it at the
main door entrance of your home - it will mean a great deal of
lot for not only you but also for all those who come into your life.

